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ACO Architecture

User and Administrator Interaction

- Application Layer
- Cloud Services Layer
- Virtual Object Layer
- Object Layer

User Direct Interaction

a) Access Control Oriented Architecture
b) Extended Access Control Oriented Architecture
Example of Clustered Obj.
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User Direct Interaction
Current Security Measures

Two main common methods consist of:

- Encryption security measures
- Multifactor Authorization

Limits:

- Encryption requires more powerful IoT devices
- Multifactor only grants access, it does not limit how data is shared.
Digital Twins

Digital twins are virtual counterparts to physical devices.

These twins help facilitate separation between objects and cloud services layer.
Often, there is a one-to-one mapping between physical devices and virtual devices.

Limitations:
- All users have access to the entire shadow
- All users can read and update the state data.
- All data may be exposed to unauthorized users/objects
Cloud Providers
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Industry access control approaches

AWS supports a many-to-many digital twin-to-physical device relationship to a base unnamed shadow. Users can publish to named shadows for subsets of physical device data in order to minimize data exposure.

Azure offers tags which operate more as static attributes
Google offers tags which are more like device identifiers
Oracle offers tags which are more descriptive and have no security/access control features.
Proposed Solution

- The use of multiple shadows or digital twins for one physical object with the intent of separating data among different virtual objects based on tags assigned on the fly.

- Attach tags directly to the device state information in order to reduce the “distance” between access control mechanisms and device itself.

- Dynamic and on-to-fly subdivision of device state at the local edge according to attached tags.

- Limit data exposure to authorized entities via subdivision of data in a many-to-one relationship between digital and physics devices.
Tag Based Access Control is popular and coincides well with data lakes as well. Imagine streaming data into various DB’s and their corresponding Tables.

With TBAC, using five assignment operations and eight grant operations, the data lake administrator can specify 17 permissions.
Proposed system architecture
Physical Device

```json
{  "reported": {   "velocity_sensor": [25, "speed", "mechanical", "movement"],   "gps": [     [36.17589974676034, -85.59862667317325],     "location", "digital"],   "tire_pressure_sensor_front_driver": [30, "pressure", "mechanical", "warning"],   "tire_pressure_sensor_front_passenger": [28, "pressure", "mechanical", "critical"],   "gas_tank_sensor": [3, "fuel", "digital", "critical"],  } }
```

Base Shadow

```json
```

Sub-JSONs Generated Based on Attached Tags

- **Warning**
  - `"reported": {  "tire_pressure_sensor_front_passenger": 28,  "gas_tank_sensor": 3 }`

- **Critical**
  - `"reported": {  "tire_pressure_sensor_front_driver": 30,  "gas_tank_sensor": 3 }`

- **Digital**
  - `"reported": {  "gps": [   36.17589974676034, -85.59862667317325],  "tire_pressure_sensor_front_passenger": 28 }`

- **Fuel**
  - `"reported": {  "gas_tank_sensor": 3 }`

- **Location**
  - `"reported": {  "gps": [   36.17589974676034, -85.59862667317325],  "tire_pressure_sensor_front_passenger": 28 }`

- **Mechanical**
  - `"reported": {  "velocity_sensor": 25,  "tire_pressure_sensor_front_driver": 30,  "tire_pressure_sensor_front_passenger": 28 }`

- **Speed**
  - `"reported": {  "velocity_sensor": 25 }`
When there are five KV pairs in the system, there are 5 tags (upper diagram).

When we expand the testing to 6 KV pairs, we add additional tags (lower diagram).

Upon reception of a reported state from a simulated device, the shadow introduces a new k-v pair as well as increment the number of tags attached to all other pairs previously present.
Results
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Future Directions

Investigate additional ways of separating one shadow into multiple shadows

Potentially with the adoption for cloud scalability
How this could be applied to other smart environments

Evaluating the overhead of existing schemes without TBAC as a type of benchmark.

Combination of TBAC with ABAC or other forms of access control on the tagged shadows of creation of shadows and tags
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